CROISIERE DODECANESE NORD AVEC
M/S MICHELE

ITINERAIRES DEPART DE KOS, LEROS ou SAMOS

1) EMBARQUEMENT KOS (KOS-LEROS-PATMOS-LIPSI)



DAY 1: KOS



DAY 2: KOS – LEROS



DAY 3: LEROS - PATMOS



DAY 4: PATMOS – MARATHOS - ARKI



DAY 5: ARKI - LIPSI



DAY 6: LIPSI- PSERIMOS- KALIMNOS



DAY 7: KALIMNOS – KOS



DAY 8 : KOS

NOTE: Avec un pavillon européen, il n’est pas nécessaire de passer en Turquie

DAY 1: KOS. Boarding at the port of Kos towards 15:00. Kos, was one of the most famous islands of the
ancient world with the Asclepion medical center created by Hippocrates, considered the father of medicine.
It is an island that has the most vibrant nightlife. If you do not want to stay at the port, anchorage in the bay.

DAY 2: KOS – LEROS The main port os Aghia Marina, or Pandeli, and attractiveport dominated by a huge
crusader castle and six windmills on the hill. Spreading up from the port is the area known as Platanos, the
social hub of the island, which sits astride the saddle of the hill and merges with the picturesque fishing
harbour of Pandeli on the other side. The setting is very pretty with white houses dotted around the bay.

DAY 3: LEROS – PATMOS Patmos "The Jerusalem of the Aegean" is one way of describing Patmos, a place
of pilgrimage for the Christians. It was here that St. John the Theologian was exiled between 95 and 97 A.D.,
and was inspired to write the Book of Revelation or Apocalypse. The majestic fortress-monastery crowns the
hill above the port, surrounded by dazzling white, cubelike houses. Among them, there are miniscule churches
and captains' mansions, separated from each other by narrow lanes, high walls and small.

DAY 4: PATMOS – MARATHOS- ARKI Island of Arki is one of very few islands where 3/4 of the terrain is still
uninhabited and untouched by people. Splendid views, form of terrain as well as very longed-for by every
tourist peace and quiet makes it an attractive place for holidays. .Apart from holidays there are only 50 people
on the island who live from fishing as well as farming and breading animals (mainly goats).

DAY 5: ARKI – LIPSI . Not far from Patmos is a group of tiny islands, known collectively as Lipsi. They
cluster round the largest, the only one which is inhabited, Lipso or Lipsi. It is an idyllic little island, off the
tourist track, and you will find the inhabitants very helpful and cheerful. Here you will find beautiful sandy
beaches and translucent waters.

DAY 6: LIPSI-PSERIMOS- KALIMNOS . Psérimos Is lies between Kos and Kalymnos. It has an excellent
beach, a restaurant and fish tavernas. Like in Telendos, there is little tourism, but it is worth being visited.
Pserimos is on of the smallest inhabited islands in the Dodecanese. The island has an area of 16 km². All
together only about 40 people live on Pserimos.

DAY 7: KALIMNOS – BODRUM - KOS .
Kalymnos is called The Sponge Fishers Island. The scenery is wild and dramatic with high rocky
mountains sweeping down to the sea. It is very friendly and very Greek. Vathi town lies at the end of the
deep fjord of Vathi. It is charming little anchorage…

DAY 8: KOS
The boat must be at the port of Kos before 6PM in the evening or Saturday around 9PM depending to
yours flights.

2) EMBARQUEMENT LEROS (PATMOS-SAMOS -LIPSI)



DAY 1: LEROS



DAY 2: LEROS-PATMOS



DAY 3: PATMOS-FOURNI



DAY 4: FOURNI-SAMOS



DAY 5: SAMOS-AGATHONISI



DAY 6: AGATHONISI-LIPSI



DAY 7: LIPSI-LEROS



DAY 8 : LEROS

NOTE: Avec un pavillon européen, il n’est pas nécessaire de passer en Turquie

DAY 1 : LEROS The main port os Aghia Marina, or Pandeli, and attractiveport dominated by a huge
crusader castle and six windmills on the hill. Spreading up from the port is the area known as Platanos, the
social hub of the island, which sits astride the saddle of the hill and merges with the picturesque fishing
harbour of Pandeli on the other side. The setting is very pretty with white houses dotted around the bay.

DAY 2: LEROS – PATMOS Patmos "The Jerusalem of the Aegean" is one way of describing Patmos, a
place of pilgrimage for the Christians. It was here that St. John the Theologian was exiled between 95 and
97 A.D., and was inspired to write the Book of Revelation or Apocalypse. The majestic fortress-monastery
crowns the hill above the port, surrounded by dazzling white, cubelike houses. Among them, there are
miniscule churches and captains' mansions, separated from each other by narrow lanes, high walls and
small.

DAY 3: PATMOS- FOURNI We will leave Patmos to sail to the small archipelago of Fourni. We will stop in
the south of the port. Fourni is a small town of fishermen.

DAY 4: FOURNI– SAMOS . One of the Greek islands that lie very close to the Turkish coast near
Kusadasi, Samos is large and long and lush, and has a long history to match in fluctuations in wealth and
famous ancients who gathered there. Epicurus, Pythagorus and Aesop were some of its Classical
scholars, then Roman, Byzantine and Genoese forces held it until the Ottoman era began.

DAY 5: SAMOS- AGATHONISI . Agathonisi is a small island surrounded by many smaller islands and is
home to two villages, both inland; Megálo Chorió ("Big Village"), and Mikró Chorió ("Small Village").
Between them is the small settlement of Agios Georgios (Saint George), which forms the island's only
harbor and consists of a few hotels and restaurants. The island is also locally known as Gaidaro
("Donkey"),
or
by
its
ancient
name
Tragea.

DAY 6: AGATHONISI - LIPSI . There are several churches and monasteries scattered around the island
dedicated to a multitude of saints. These include the church of Aghios Nektarios, built in or about 1980 by
father Nikiforos, the parochial priest of Lipsi at the time and a favorite baptistry for the inhabitants of the
island. Night in the bay of Katsadia where you could make water-ski.

DAY 7: LIPSI-LEROS :

DAY 8: LEROS: 9AM

3) EMBARQUEMENT SAMOS (PATMOS-LEROS -LIPSI)



DAY 1: SAMOS



DAY 2: SAMOS-SAMIOPOULA-FOURNI



DAY 3: FOURNI-PATMOS



DAY 4: PATMOS-ARKI



DAY 5: ARKI-LEROS



DAY 6: LEROS-LIPSI



DAY 7: LIPSI-AGATHONISI-SAMOS



DAY 8 : SAMOS

NOTE: Avec un pavillon européen, il n’est pas nécessaire de passer en Turquie

